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Sacred Display: Divine and Magical 

Female Figures of Eurasia (cambria 

Press, 2010), which i co-authored with 

victor h. mair, discusses erotic and 

magical goddesses and heroines in 

several ancient cultures, from the near 

east and asia, and throughout ancient 

europe; in prehistoric and early historic 

iconography, their magical qualities are 

often indicated by a magical dance or 

stance. it is a look at female display 

figures both cross-culturally and 

cross-temporally, through texts and 

iconography, beginning with figures 

depicted in very early neolithic anatolia, 

early and middle neolithic southeast 
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europe - Bulgaria, romania, and serbia 

—continuing through the late neolithic 

in east asia, and into early historic 

greece, india, and ireland, and elsewhere 

across the world. these very similar 

female figures were depicted in Anatolia, 

europe, southern asia, and east asia, in 

a broad chronological sweep, beginning 

with the pre-pottery neolithic, ca. 9000 

Bce, and existing from the beginning of 

the second millennium of this era up to 

the present era.

 We find several new cross-cultural 

reference points to a group of related 

female figures. In comparing written 

descriptions of these female figures, we 
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examine texts from the old irish tale, “the 

destruction of da derga’s hostel,” the 

text of an erotic scandinavian story and 

a text describing the birth of Kali from the 

indic devāmāhātmyam. the iconography 

of these female figures depicts a similar 

“crouching” or “bent-knee” position. old 

irish and greek texts describe the act of 

“anasyrma,” a woman’s lifting up of her 

skirt to boldly display her genitals, in order 

to frighten off an enemy.

 Parallels to these terrifying, yet 
empowering, figures in Anatolia, Europe, 
the middle east, and south asia are 
enigmatic central asian and east asian 
representations of women exposing 
themselves, some of which go back to as 
early as the third millennium Bce. one 
particularly curious aspect of the motif 
of female sexual exposure is that it can 
occur both in east asia and europe in 
the context of war, either to frighten the 
enemy or to embolden one’s own troops.

 this book demonstrates the 
extraordinary similarities, in a broad 
geographic range, of depictions and 
descriptions of magical female figures 
who give fertility and strength to the 
peoples of their cultures by means of 
their magical erotic powers. this is 
probably the only book which contains 
translations of texts which describe these 

ancient female figures, from so many 
indo-european, near eastern, and east 
asian works, since between us we have 
expertise in more than thirty languages. 
the book contains many photographs 
of these geographically different, but 
functionally and artistically similar, female 
figures. Whereas many current books, 
academic and otherwise, explore some 
of the female figures we discuss in our 
book, such a wide-ranging cross-cultural 
and cross-temporal view of this genre of 
female figures is is unique to this book.

 the “sexual” display of these female 
figures reflects the huge numinosity of 
the prehistoric divine feminine, and of 
her magical genitalia. the functions of 
fertility and apotropaia, which count 
among the functions of the early historic 
display and dancing figures, grow out of 
this numinosity and reflect the belief in 
and honoring of the powers of the ancient 

divine feminine.

Miriam Robbins Dexter has been a CSW Re-
search Scholar since 1998. She holds a Ph.D. 
in Indo-European Studies from UCLA. Her first 
book, Whence the Goddesses: A Source book, 
is used for courses she has been teaching at 
uClA for the past fourteen years. She currently 
co-edits conference proceedings for the Insti-
tute of Archaeomythology. 
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